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Strong Buy

Strong Buy $5.01
AAAGX is comprised of a majority of equity and other holdings that look to not only outperform the broader market 

indexes, but to produce an absolute positive return in the next 3 - 6 months.  For this reason we have rated AAAGX as a 

Strong Buy.Rating Fair Value
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Mutual Fund Performance:  Based on rolling year-over-year comparisons and not to be confused with year-end calculations.  For example:  The 1 year performance figure calculated on August 1st, 2010 refers 

back to August 1st, 2009 as a start date.  The same calculations are applied to Up Days, Down Days and Standard Deviation.

Composite Ratings on Underlying Equities:  Shows the individual equity ratings of the disclosed fund holdings.  These ratings come from Capital Fortress Ratings, LLC equity research division and reflect their 

opinions on the fund holdings. 

DISCLAIMER

Fair Value:  Based on a proprietary model that evaluates the historic price trends of the equites in the fund  as compared to the company's fundamental and technical 'soundess'.  Fair value projections infer a 

price that on average is set to project out on a 3 to 6 month timeframe.  Factors contributing to the fair value calculation include fundamental ratios, technical price trends, market sentiments, performance 

projections and the ability of the company so far to acheive and meets its opeational goals.  All factors are combined and transformed into an inference of price and what the company should reasonably be 

trading at.

Fundamental Rating:  Based on a proprietary model that evaluates the different fundamental perspectives of a company.  These perspectives are averaged and weighted based on the percetange holdings and 

size of position within the mutual fund.  This includes but is not limited to Asset Composition, Asset Strength, Revenue Growth, Return on Investment and Profit Margins.  The score is presented as a whole 

number with the scale ranging from -50 to +50.  Companies that acheive a rating of more than 15 retain a bullish indication, while companies with a score of less than -15 retain a bearish indication.  The scale is 

exponential in nature, signaling that a company with a 30 rating is significantly better positioned than a company with a rating of 20.  Vice versa for the negative scaling.  A fund that has a Fundamental Rating 

greater than 15 speaks to the considerable potential that fundamentally sound companies are lining the portfolio.

Sustainble Growth Value:  Based on a proprietary model that evaluates the difference between what is termed Real Growth versus Share Growth.  Real Growth represents the actual growth of the company 

and expansion of operatinal branches.  Share growth represents the change in stock price over that same period.  There are two period of calculation:  1 year and 5 year.  Values that retain a N/A value are 

companies in which either the earnings string is not available 5 years back or the company historical had a negative earnings year during the period.  Sustainable Growth Value is calculated on the premise that 

share growth will match company growth at some point in the future for a fair valuation to be present.  If share growth lags company growth, company shares will rise to match that expansion.  If share growth is 

ahead of company growth, those shares will fall to meet real growth.  Sustainable Growth Value is a composite of all the undelrying company's real growth minus share growth positions.  It is averaged and 

weighted based on position size within the fund.

Peer Rating:  Comparison of the company against its peers.  Categories of comparison include Price-to-Earnings, Price-to-Book, Price-to-Sales and Price-to-Cash Flow.  The company is rated on both an 

industry and sector wide orientation on the four different categories.  These criteria are then averaged and weighted across all holdings disclosed for the mutual fund.  The scale ranges from -5 to +5.  Any value 

above 3.0 presents a bullish case for the fund, showing that its holdings on average are below their industry peers in valuation and valuation ratios.  Any value below -3.0 presents a bearish case for the fund, 

showing that its holdings on average are above their indsutry peers in valuation and valuation ratios.

Weighted Price-to-Earnings:  Combines, averages and weights all the underlying price-to-earnings ratios for the holdings disclosed.  This is best used as a comparison metric to the broader markets and can 

show whether the mutual fund might be biased towards growth or value-type investments.

Analyst Opinion:  Relays the consensus opinion of major wall street analysts and research firms.  It weights and averages the opinions across all disclosed holdings and reflects it either as a Strong Buy, Buy, 

Hold, Sell or Strong Sell.
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$4.27

The reports and the ratings contained herein were prepared by Capital Fortress Ratings solely for the use of its clients and authorized subscribers.  Reproduction or distribution of such reports or ratings in any 

form is prohibited without the express prior written consent of Capital Fortress Ratings.  The reports and ratings are based on publicly available information believed to be reliable.  Capital Fortress Ratings aims 

to present the timeliest and most accurate data possible, but accuracy is not guarenteed.  Additional contributing factors, such as corporate actions, indsutry and economic factors that may affect a stock's price 

may not be reflected in the Capital Fortress Rating report or in the data presented and therefore carries out to reflect itself in the mutual fund's performance.  This report is for informaiton purposes only and 

should not be construed as an offer to buy or sell any security.  Recommendations made in this report may not be suitable for all investors.  Recommendations do not take into account the individual user's 

investment risk or return objectives or constraints.  C.F.R. is not responsible for the results of actions taken based on the information presented.  Opinoins express herein are subject to change without notice.  

The research process used is derived soelely from a quantitative approach that uses histroical data to produce a mutual fund rating.  Each covered mutual fund is assigned one of five ratings based on an 

absolute score: Strong Buy, Buy, Hold, Sell, Stong Sell.  While mutual funds rated Strong Buy are expected to be the best performers and those rated Strong Sell are expected to be the worst performers, there 

is not guarentee that such will be the case on an individual fund basis or on average.  Past results are no guarentee of future results.

Capital Fortress Ratings, LLC a Limited Liability Company, is an independent research firm with no investment banking or brokerage businesses or affiliations.  Capital Fortress Investment Group, LLC has part 

ownership in Capital Fortress Ratings, LLC and  its clients and/or its employees may at times own positions in the companies described in these reports.  Capital Fortress Ratings, LLC has an affiliated 

investment advisor relationship with Capital Fortress Investment Group, LLC.  Capital Fortress Investment Group, LLC implements investment strategies based on C.F.R research.

Strong Buy

GLOSSARY

Capital Fortress Ratings:  Capital Fortress Ratings (C.F.R) covers approximately 1,500 mutual funds using a proprietary quantitative model that evaluates the securities based on five different key criteria and 

the calculation of a fair value trade price.  C.F.R publishes five ratings recommendations including Strong Buy, Buy, Hold, Sell and Strong Sell.  The ratings are relfective of composite underlying company 

variables and are best used as relative comparisons to other mutual funds in the industry; wherein a fund is bought or sold based on attractiveness over another fund in the mutual fund universe.  All calculations 

are made using rolling periods, insuring that the most recent and relevant data is included in the calculations.

Strong Buy:   The fund shows extrememly strong upside potential given the undervaluation of the securities it holds; it is expected to outperform the market and other key benchmarks.

Buy:   The fund trades at a discount to its fair value and the majority of companies within the fund look to outperform the general market.

Hold :  The fund looks to mimic performance of the general market indexes, the composite of companies undelrying the fund including both outperforms and underperformers.

Sell:   The fund trades at a premium to its fair value and majority of companies within the fund look to underperform the general market.

Strong Sell:   The fund shows extremely strong downside potential given the overvaluation of the securities it holds; it is expected to underperform the market and other key benchmarks.

Capital Fortress Ratings


